
Shares could be in for a difficult few months

23 April 2021

Markets face stiff headwinds

Talk of more loose monetary policy isn’t enough to fire up stock markets again. With the
Covid-19 situation still worrisome in many parts of the world, and some of the better
company results having already been priced in, there may not be enough good news to give
share prices sustained impetus.

Report by Phil Oakley

It feels as if stock markets are hitting quite a bit of resistance right now.

This should not really come as a surprise. Markets and economies have had the kitchen

sink thrown at them and even people starting to talk about negative interest rates again is

not giving share prices a kick.

It always comes down to profits and the outlook for future profits in the end. While many

companies have posted some decent earnings reports in recent weeks, the headwinds

seem to be picking up at the moment.

For UK-listed overseas earners, the increase in the value of the pound is beginning to bite

and reduce translated revenues and profits. Rising commodity prices are also hitting

costs. Some companies such as Travis Perkins expect to be able to pass them on, whereas

AB Foods is expecting to experience lower profits.

The other big elephant that remains in the room is Covid-19. While the UK and US are

making very good progress vaccinating their populations, Europe is some way behind.

The surge in cases in India is very alarming and could not only dampen economic growth,

but also hit global supply chains, which could cause inflation.
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Inflation is still very much on investor’s radars, but is not yet at levels that could harm

equity valuations. A big spike in inflation is very possible, but I’m still not convinced that a

sustained period of high inflation is on the cards. That said, I’m more worried about it than

I was a few weeks ago.

Just looking at things such as petrol and electricity prices, along with warnings on

commodity prices coming through and sluggish supply chains, then inflation could

become an issue. Free cash flow yields of 2-3 per cent and 5 per cent inflation (giving a

negative real yield of 2 to 3 per cent) is a backdrop for a severe correction in share prices.

At the moment, share prices show little fear of this scenario playing out. Neither does the

gold price, which is seen as a go to inflation hedge. A preference for bitcoin may explain

some of the weakness, but I’d still expect gold to be a lot higher if people were really

fearful of inflation.

The numerous concerns are enough to keep share prices in check for a while. Without

earnings upgrades, I think we could be in for a difficult few months.

Continued below...
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Fantasy Sipp vs comparators year to date

Portfolio % returns 1 month

Year to

date 1 years 2 years 3 years

iShares S&P 500 - B UCITS ETF 5.3 9.1 35.3 37.4 63.5

iShares MSCI World Acc 3.9 7.0 35.7 30.6 47.9

Fundsmith Equity T Acc 6.3 5.7 29.7 34.7 64.6

iShares NASDAQ 100 UCITS

ETF 6.9 5.2 45.6 69.6 112.0

LF Blue Whale Growth Fund 8.2 3.5 34.7 43.3 76.3

Mid Wynd International Inv

Trust 3.4 3.1 37.8 41.2 56.4

Martin Currie Global Portfolio

Trust 8.9 2.3 36.6 41.7 67.5

Phil Oakley Fantasy Sipp 6.7 1.6 24.2 28.3 56.4

Smithson Investment Trust 5.9 0.7 39.5 43.7

Lindsell Train Investment Trust 8.9 -0.5 38.9 -9.6 46.5

Scottish Mortgage Investment

Trust 7.7 -1.1 96.5 129.0 161.0
Source:SharePad

UK Quality Shares vs comparators year to date

Portfolio % returns 1 month

Year to

date 1 year 2 years 3 years
FTSE All-Share - Total

Return 3.3 8.4 30.7 3.3 8.2

Vanguard FTSE 250 UCITS

ETF 3.5 8.1 46.4 15.6 15.7

Vanguard FTSE 100 ETF 3.3 6.7 25.9 -0.7 4.5

Baillie Gifford UK Growth

Fund 4.3 6.6 59.3 31.6 37.5

Castlefield CFP SDL UK

Buffettology 6.1 4.2 36.1 21.1 34.9

Phil Oakley UK Quality
Shares 6.4 4.1 27.0

Finsbury Growth & Income

Trust 5.2 2.7 19.0 8.0 25.0
Source:SharePad

Continued below...
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Companies round-up:

The six companies this week are:

● Associated British Foods

● Rentokil

● Taylor Wimpey

● Bunzl

● Ashtead

● Moneysupermarket.com

AB Foods

Primark is a business that has a lot going for it. I set out the reasons as to why I think this

in last week’s Investors’ Chronicle. Like many non-essential retailers it has had a hard time

in the past year, but when it comes to the business and how its value is reflected in AB

Foods’ share price, I think it’s essential to take a long-term view.

The stock market has become very short termist with bumps in the road punished with a

lower share price and this is what we have seen with AB Foods (ABF) this week. This is

good news for those who are more patient.

The half-year results announced this week did not contain any surprises, with Primark

marginally profitable as expected with the rest of the company’s businesses performing

very solidly.
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The shares have sold off because of a fairly muted outlook statement from the company.

Management has flagged up the issue of rising commodity prices, which will see some

downgrades to profit forecasts in the Grocery, Ingredients and Agriculture business.

Sugar profits are progressing well and should be higher than last year.

The key uncertainty is Primark and the damage that lockdowns, especially in Europe, will

do to revenues and profits. Lockdowns cost the business £1.1bn in lost revenues in the

first half of the year and look set to cost it a further £700m in the second half. The lumpy

reopening time frame of stores in Europe makes a profit forecast for Primark difficult, but

it is expected to make less money this year than it did last year when it made £362m.

Looking further out, I still feel that this business would make £1bn of operating profits in a

world without Covid-19, with the prospect of many years of future profit growth on top.

The strength of the brand is shown in the fact that Primark had record sales in England

and Wales last week. If the four city centre stores were excluded, then like-for-like (LFL)

sales for the first half of the year would have been down by only 1 per cent in this market,

while LFL sales in retail parks were up.

ABF remains very bullish about the potential for growth in France, Italy, Portugal and

Spain, as well as Eastern Europe. The US business is now profitable and has a good

platform to grow.

ABF forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 14,214.30 16,342.90 17,098.00

Ebitda 1,857.10 2,441.10 2,578.90

Ebit 1,022.30 1,562.70 1,696.60

Pre-tax profit 890.7 1,462.10 1,582.50

Post-tax profit 588.1 1,123.30 1,221.80

EPS (p) 75 138.3 150.9

Dividend (p) 35 47.8 51.8

Capex 744.5 823.7 878.5

Free cash flow 593.2 1,028.70 1,224.20

Net borrowing 1,939.10 1,628.80 1,089.10
Source:SharePad

Primark is a brand that can thrive without an online presence and it is a business that I

remain very positive about. I am therefore happy to hold on to the shares in the UK

portfolio.
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At 2,296p, the shares currently trade on a 2022F PE –  which I am using as a proxy and a

hope for more normal times – of 16.6 times, which I see as decent value in these markets.

Rentokil

Rentokil (RTO) is a business that I have recently warmed to and added to both Fantasy

portfolios. Its global position in the pest control and hygiene businesses offers the

capability to offer steady long-term growth, which is often contract-backed with a good

deal of resilience against most economic downturns.

That is what seems to be happening with its current trading, despite many of its

customers closing their doors over the past year for prolonged periods.

First-quarter trading has been reasonable as announced this week. The company

continues to benefit from a very lucrative windfall of disinfection business where it is

charging companies one-off high prices. This will not last for much longer, but has

contributed to organic revenue growth of 9.4 per cent in the quarter.

Hygiene sales are up 48.1 per cent, but are down just over 6 per cent once disinfection

business is stripped out. The Pest Control business saw organic revenue growth of 1.2

per cent as lockdowns continued to hold it back. It did finish the quarter stronger than

when it started with an ending organic revenue run rate of 6.3 per cent, which bodes well

for the rest of the year.

What’s encouraging is that Rentokil’s core North American pest control business has

come roaring back with revenue growth of more than 20 per cent, while it now has sales

from Hygiene which it did not previously.
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The outlook in Europe is difficult to call as seen with Primark, but it should gradually get

better, whereas the outlook in Asia and Austalasia looks a bit more encouraging.

The long-term investment case for Rentokil still looks intact to me. There is steady

organic growth in pest control and opportunities to grow the Hygiene business. The

North American pest control business remains highly fragmented and the gains in route

density and local profitability that come from acquisitions are still there to be had. The

company has said that it expects to spend £400m on acquisitions this year.

Taking into account that lucrative disinfection contracts will fall away, while both core

businesses build back, I still wasn’t sure what to make of the forward guidance. That said,

the company’s hope for further operational and financial progress makes me think that

most analysts will not downgrade their forecasts much if at all for now.

The shares trade on a one-year rolling forecast PE of just over 30 times at 506p. This is

not cheap nor should it be for what is a very decent business offering steady global

growth potential. Rentokil stays in both portfolios.

Rentokil forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 2,973.90 3,119.80 3,262.60

Ebitda 648.7 707.2 759.3

Ebit 424 473.5 509.7

Pre-tax profit 386.2 430.8 472.9

Post-tax profit 299 333.8 363.3

EPS (p) 16.1 18 19.9

Dividend (p) 5.7 6.2 6.9

Capex 235 230.4 245.6

Free cash flow 265.9 321.7 376.5

Net borrowing 1,063.60 941.8 820.7
Source:SharePad

Continued below...
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Taylor Wimpey

Thanks to the government and taxpayers’ money, housebuilders continue to remain very

profitable. An extension to the stamp duty holiday and a 95 per cent mortgage guarantee

scheme means that UK house prices continue to go up – for now.

I have long thought that it is a very sad reflection on how weak the UK economy is that

governments return time and again to pumping up house prices to create a wealth effect

that stimulates consumption and economic growth. The nasty side-effects of increased

debt and issues such as intergenerational fairness and a rising cost of living have been

ignored and kicked down the road for someone else to deal with when the proverbial hits

the fan, as it eventually will.

Housebuilders and their lobbyists have not let this bother them and continue to prosper

from a market that is rigged in their favour. Help to Buy and 95 per cent mortgage

schemes give banks the confidence to lend money to buy houses knowing that if the

borrower defaults it will be the taxpayer that takes the hit. The builders are happy about

this as it preserves the high profit margins and large absolute profits built into their land

banks.

Taylor Wimpey’s (TW.) first-quarter trading statement confirms this and that

consequently all is well with its business. Its order books are ahead of last year’s both in

terms of value and homes, with implied average selling price increases of around 3.7 per

cent, according to my calculations. Profit margins are up and the company is confident of

hitting its 21-22 per cent medium-term margin target.

Full-year profits are in line with current expectations, but there will be no returns of

capital this year, which may disappoint some investors.
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However, this is entirely understandable as the fallout from Covid-19 lockdowns is still

highly uncertain. Increased business failures are possible, according to a report by

Begbies Traynor’s latest red flag alert for the first quarter of 2021. Higher unemployment

as a result cannot be ruled out, which is not conducive to people buying homes.

Investors will be pleased to hear that the new Help to Buy scheme, which is limited to

first-time buyers only and with regional price caps, has not hurt demand for Taylor

Wimpey’s homes.

Taylor Wimpey forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 4,111.80 4,428.40 4,883.70

Ebitda 759.4 854 1,007.90

Ebit 750.6 847.9 997.4

Pre-tax profit 734.2 824.4 920.6

Post-tax profit 601.4 676.9 737.2

EPS (p) 16.5 18.3 20.7

Dividend (p) 8.6 12.2 12.4

Capex 7 7.1 7.1

Free cash flow 184 530.7 659.2

Net borrowing -586.7 -714.8 -798.2

NAV 4,276.70 4,615.30 5,072.00
Source:SharePad

Continued below...
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Bunzl

Granted that Bunzl (BNZL) isn’t the most exciting business in the world. But the

distribution of lots of essential items to customers across the world has been very

dependable for shareholders, which has served them well.

Bunzl makes very high returns on its operating capital employed and has spent billions of

pounds on acquisitions, while still making good profits on the money spent. Throw in a

modest bit of organic growth and it has been a recipe for a successful investment for

long-term shareholders.

The potential to keep on doing the same is still intact, in my view, while this week’s

first-quarter trading statement is reassuring that everything is on track more or less.

The main caveat here is that the recent strength of the pound is beginning to bite into

revenues and profits when they are translated from its predominantly foreign earnings.

10.4 per cent revenue growth in the first quarter at constant exchange rates was reduced

to 5.4 per cent at actual exchange rates, which is a pretty big hit.

Sales of masks, gloves and disinfectants still remain very strong and continue to

compensate for the weakness in hospitality and non-essential retail sales.

Full-year profit guidance is unchanged with stronger organic growth in the first half of the

year than the second half and a return to slightly lower operating margins. The shares

trade on 17.5 times forecast earnings at 2,425p, which looks fine to me.

I continue to see Bunzl as a useful bit of portfolio ballast with admirable defensive

qualities. It is not going to shoot the lights out, but should be capable of chugging away
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with its effective business strategy over the coming years. Hopefully this will bring with it

a steadily rising share price.

Bunzl forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 9,577.70 9,809.00 10,041.20

Ebitda 819.4 837.8 855.8

Ebit 665.5 680.5 700.3

Pre-tax profit 604.2 626.2 647.5

Post-tax profit 461.1 478.1 498.2

EPS (p) 138.5 140.9 146.2

Dividend (p) 54.5 56.5 58.2

Capex 32.7 34.5 35

Free cash flow 525.6 510.8 537.6

Net borrowing 1,439.50 1,163.10 877.6
Source:SharePad

Ashtead

If you were to ask me to name a UK-listed business where I was very confident of its

future growth prospects, then equipment hire company Ashtead would probably be one

of the first companies I would mention. It has been the best performing share in my UK

Quality shares portfolio, with returns of 72 per cent since last year and 37 per cent since

the start of 2021.

In the past, I’ve compared Ashtead (AHT) with one of the best savings accounts you

could wish to have. There are not many businesses that can add new money to it every

year at high rates of return and compound in value as Ashtead has over the years. Yes, the
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business is cyclical, which puts a brake on things from time to time, but the last year has

shown investors how resilient it is when times get rough.

Investment in new hire equipment gets slowed down, while the existing fleet is allowed to

age a little bit. This means that the company generates lots of free cash flow and pays

down debt so that it can start the next business cycle on a stronger footing.

This is where I think Ashtead is now. It has finished its current financial year very strongly,

with profits now expected to be slightly ahead of expectations.

However, it is the company’s expansion plans for the next three years (the project is called

Sunbelt 3.0) which looks very promising. It has big plans to grow the size of its Sunbelt US

business, while licking its underperforming and much smaller UK business into shape.

Ashtead plans to increase its US and Canadian locations from 936 currently to 1,234 by

April 2024. While it plans to keep on growing its general tool business, which is focused

on construction, it sees big potential to diversify away from this market into specialist

niches such as climate control, power and air conditioning, heating, flooring, scaffold

services and pumps.

Speciality accounts for around 30 per cent of Sunbelt’s annual revenues at just over

$1.4bn, with Ashtead reckoning that it can grow this by a further $1bn over the next

three years. It has the infrastructure and staff in place, as well as the all important client

relationships to achieve this. Longer term, Ashtead believes that the annual revenue

opportunities from speciality sales could be as high as $6bn.

If this could be achieved then I would see the revenue diversification as a big

improvement in the quality of Ashtead’s earnings and arguably a reduction in business

risk.

That said, Ashtead is already incorrectly viewed as a construction play by many when in

fact over half of its annual revenues already come from non-construction sources such as

maintenance and repair, infrastructure and response jobs.

The £5.5bn capex spend over the next three years will fund the increase in greenfield

sites, but should be able to be paid for entirely by the company’s free cash generation.

The company reckons that it will still have the capacity to spend £2bn on bolt-on

acquisitions and at least £1bn on share buybacks.
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With US construction and infrastructure spending recovering, the US equipment rental

market is expected to grow at an average of 5 per cent a year for the next three years.

Ashtead thinks that it can grow twice as fast while getting returns on investment back to

previous peaks (over 20 per cent).

On this kind of outlook, Ashtead forecasts would be too low which means the current

forecast rolling PE of 26 times at £47 should not put investors off.

Ashtead forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 4,862.50 5,046.40 5,506.10

Ebitda 2,220.30 2,366.60 2,616.70

Ebit 1,116.70 1,254.20 1,448.20

Pre-tax profit 916.4 1,070.90 1,266.30

Post-tax profit 687.6 816.2 962.3

EPS (p) 151.7 177.7 212.3

Dividend (p) 40.9 46.8 52.7

Capex 506.4 1,198.20 1,272.20

Free cash flow 1,289.20 775 787.1

Net borrowing 3,998.90 3,680.80 3,776.80
Source:SharePad

Moneysupermarket.com

Moneysupermarket (MONY) is very profitable, but I’m not sure it offers much growth,

despite what current analyst forecasts are expecting.

Its first-quarter trading statement made for very grim reading and I think a bounce back,

while likely in some areas of its business, could be more difficult in others.
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Source:Moneysupermarket

Tight lending criteria and the fear of credit losses means the Money business is likely to

be hard for a while. The Travel business should come back, but probably not this year.

Broadband switching is currently quite strong in Home Services, but price caps in the

Energy market makes switching less likely for some households. Electricity bills are rising

quite sharply and anyone who has been on a two-year fix – like me – is looking at a big

increase in their bill this year.

That said, I’m not sure switching from my current supplier is going to save me much and

I’m not keen on switching to small suppliers I’ve never heard of, which is what I suspect is

behind MoneySupermarket’s automatic switching service.

Moneysupermarket forecasts

Year (£m) 2021 2022 2023

Turnover 351.7 378.9 400.2

Ebitda 108.9 125.4 135.6

Ebit 90.7 107.8 119

Pre-tax profit 87.6 105 116.3

Post-tax profit 73.1 86.6 94.2

EPS (p) 13.3 15.9 17.6

Dividend (p) 11.5 12.3 13.3

Capex 12.9 13.9 13.6

Free cash flow 72.7 88.3 95.7

Net borrowing -40.3 -63.1 -70.4
Source:SharePad

Insurance is where the outlook is most murky. New rules coming into force mean that

loyal existing customers cannot be charged more than a new one when they come to

renew their policy. Cheap deals for new customers has been a key driver of customer
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acquisitions and therefore switching and it’s hard not to think that this will take a hit in

the near future.

Trading is currently in line for the full year, but at 260p I’m not inclined to view

Moneysupermarket shares as attractive on a 2022F PE of 16.4 times.
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